NEW WITS UNIVERSITY BUS TIMETABLE

**ROUTE 1 – CIRCUIT ROUTE**
All Residences (Monday to Friday)
AMIC > ESN > WJ > WEC > PKV > EOH > KNK
(St. Davids Place)
Every 10 minutes from 06:30 – 09:00 & 15:00 -18:00
Every 15 minutes from 09:00 – 15:00
Every 20 minutes from 18:00 – 20:00
(Fridays -00:00)
Reverse Circuit “bottom of the hour” from 18:30 – 23:30
Last Circuit from AMIC departs 00:00

**ROUTE 2 – ESSELEN | AMIC | WEC**
Esselen > AMIC > WEC (Monday to Friday)
Every 15 minutes from ESN to AMIC Direct from 06:45 – 08:30.
Every 30 minutes from WEC > ESN > AMIC from 07:00 – 17:30

**ROUTE 3 - WITS JUCTION | WEC | AMIC**
WJ > AMIC Direct (Monday to Friday)
Every 10 minutes from 06:30 – 09:00
Every 15 minutes from 09:00 – 00:00
WJ > WEC Direct (Monday to Friday)
Every 15 minutes from 06:30 – 09:00 & 15:00 – 18:00
Every 30 minutes from 09:00 – 15:00 & 18:00 – 00:00

**ROUTE 4 - WEC > AMIC Direct (Monday to Friday)**
Every 5 – 10 minutes from 07:10 - 08:30
Every 20 minutes from 08:30 to 17:30

**ROUTE 5 – PKV | EOH | KNK**
Parktown Direct (Monday to Friday)
Every 20 minutes from 07:00 – 08:00
Every 30 minutes from 08:00 – 17:00
*Departs from KNK Gate at 06:45, 07:00 & 07:00 *
1st Years Students*
Every 10 -15 minutes from St. Davids Place from 07:10 – 08:00

**WEEKEND CIRCUIT ROUTE**
All Residences (Monday to Friday)
AMIC > ESN > WJ > WEC > PKV > EOH > KNK
(St. Davids Place)
Every 30 minutes from 08:00 – 00:00
“Bottom of the hour” Bus will run on reverse route circuit route 08:30 – 23:30 (Reverse Circuit)
23:30 bus departs AMIC & 00:00 from WEC
Circuit Route Buses will enter Wits Junction on weekends.

**ROSEBANK SHUTTLE**
Every 30 minutes from WEC; 08:30 – 00:00….last buses departs from Rosebank at 23:30 & 00:00 and arrive WEC at 23:50 & 00:20 Saturdays
On Sundays last buses departs Rosebank 17:30 & 18:00 to arrive WEC at 17:50 & 18:20

**WEEKEND WITS JUNCTION**
WJ > Rosebank
- Every 45 minutes 08:00 – 00:00
- Last bus from Rosebank 00:00 on Saturdays & 18:00 on Sundays

**WJ > WEC > AMIC**
Every hour from 08:00 – 00:00